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Birthday boy:
Eminent attorney
Roop Sharma
celebrated his
87th birthday this
week, surrounded by close
family that included daughters
Mala, Stuti,
Kamla and
Prabha. Equality
joins the
Caribbean community, which
Sharma has
served tirlessly,
in wishing him a
Happy Birthday.

Chris Gayle
proved he is indeed the Universal Boss when
he led WI to a series victory over
Australia.
Story Page 28
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FASTEST: American Trayvon Bromell continues to demonstrate he'll be the man
to beat in the 100 metres at the Tokyo Olympics. The American sprinter won for the sixth
time in seven races in the event this season, clocking 9.98 seconds on a cool Tuesday
evening at the Müller British Grand Prix for his first Diamond League victory of 2021
before about 2,000 fans in Gateshead, England. Bromell, 26, has a world-leading time
of 9.77 this season. Canada's Andre De Grasse clocked a respectable 10.13 to place fourth
for the second consecutive race after running 10-flat in Monaco. He has now run over
10 seconds four times in seven races this season. The 26-year-old from Markham has
yet to lower a 9.99 second best from his outdoor opener on April 17 in Gainesville, Fla.
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Seneca College to require vaccinations for admission to school
By Nishad Sharma
At least one Toronto area school
will be requiring students to be fully
vaccinated against COVID-19 before attending classes in the Fall.
Seneca College said it will require
all students and employees to be vaccinated before they attend campus for “inperson teaching, learning and working.”
The post-secondary institution,
which has campuses spread across
Toronto, York Region and Peterborough, has announced that it will make
vaccination mandatory for anyone coming on campus as of Sept. 7.
It is the first Ontario post-secondary institution to make vaccination
a condition of participating in in-person
learning, though a number of other universities and colleges have previously
announced plans to require students living in residence to get vaccinated, including Ryerson University and the
University of Toronto.
“Part of this is weighing the risk of
doing it and not doing it and I have to
say whichever lane you pick it's not
going to be necessarily easy because of
course if you're not requiring vaccinations to come on campus you're going to
have people who will not come back to
teach or to work or certainly to learn because they will be too nervous for the
appropriate reasons,” Seneca College

Seneca College: “The pandemic is not over,” says school President David Agnew

President David Agnew said.
“Look the pandemic is not over.
The variants have not stopped mutating
and we have seen in other countries with
even higher vaccine vaccination rates
outbreaks, we’ve seen the unvaccinated
coming into vaccinated circumstances
and spread the disease. So this just
seemed to be the right thing to do to pro-

tect the health and safety of our community.”
Agnew said that about two-thirds
of Seneca’s students are not required to
come on campus for “any part of their
program,” meaning that the requirement
may not affect a significant portion of
the student body.
He said that a large number of em-

ployees also continue to work remotely
and are likely to into the fall.
“I think that it’s important to remember that those students who really
don't want to get a vaccine, that's their
choice. We're not making anybody get a
vaccine. There's lots of online opportunities,” he said.

The plan to rig the PNC congress is unfolding
By Freddie Kissoon
On Friday, I argued that society should continue
to engage African Guyanese
about their political leadership.
It is becoming overbearing in
the cruel ways that the PNC
and their surrogates in the trade
union movement, academia
and civil society are deceiving
African people in this country.
Because of Covid-19, the
congress will be physically reduced in numbers. What naked and ugly manipulation
this is. Since when because of Covid-19, the PNC is
concern about large numbers at any event?
Since the Covid-19 restrictions began in April
2020, the PNC as a party and several of its leaders as
government ministers have staged several picketing
exercises in which the leaders have addressed PNC
supporters. Protestors were transported to the courts to
protest during the early stages of the rigging of the national elections openly violating Covid-19 restrictions.
A large crowd gathered at State House where
President Granger spoke to them. He didn’t wear a
mask and neither did they. In September last year,
Granger and Harmon went to Region Five in the midst
of the murder of the two Henry cousins and spoke to a
large number of PNC followers.
Then those followers in their thousands cut off
Region Five from the rest of the country. They beat
and robbed Indian folks. Cars and buildings were
burned. Countless videos are available to show that not

one rioter wore a mask. Days after, Volda Lawrence
went up to Region Five to persuade PNC supporters
not to riot and create mayhem. There was no observance of Covid-19 restrictions.
The PNC has now found it convenient to reshape
its upcoming congress later this year because of the
pandemic. Three aspects have been decided on so far.
There will not be a large official opening ceremony
where diplomats, guests and the media will be invited.
The number of days the congress will last has been
shortened. But here is the most important departure –
the amount of delegates will be drastically curtailed.
Here is where the rigging will take place.
Important to note is that Mr. Granger has signalled his intention to seek re-election. Secondly, Mr.
Harmon will be contesting the post of Chairmanship.
You don’t need a doctorate in political studies to know
that the reduction in delegates will facilitate a victory
for both men.
What is going to happen is that, those delegates
will be carefully selected. Here is where Volda
Lawrence’s career as a PNC stalwart will be over. She
will simply win a seat to the central committee. She
will be ousted as chairman and Granger as leader will
continue to ostracise her.
This country and its diaspora do not know the dislike that is boiling between Granger and Lawrence.
Depending on how you see the nature of the human
being, you will make your preference. Lawrence was
relentless in her condemnation of Granger’s indecisiveness during the election rigging from March to
July last year. And completely lost her temper when
he conceded to Secretary of State, Mike Pompeo.

Cathy Hughes for the AFC and Volda Lawrence
manned the fortress. Lawrence’s denunciation of
Granger was emotional and verbally tempestuous during the end part of the election rigging. The break was
now complete. Granger subsequently used his position
as Leader of the List to exclude her from parliament.
Even before her parliamentary exclusion, there
were strong disagreements between Lawrence and
Granger over the award of seats to the AFC. A majority
of PNC leaders argued that the Cummingsburg Accord
was based on state power sharing, and did not envisage
an environment of opposition status for APNU+AFC.
They contended that the nine seat-allocations was excessive. It was Raphael Trotman who persuaded
Granger to give the AFC the nine seats. The AFC leaders went to parliament but not Lawrence.
The PNC congress will be rigged. It has never
happened in the history of party politics where a leader
would allow himself to be toppled by his archenemy
in his own party. The brutal reality is that, David
Granger would face incredible humiliation and unbelievable loss of credibility if Lawrence was to beat him
in the voting. In a free process, she will.
Can the PNC survive this immanent implosion?
It will, but its fragility will become deeper and more
extensive. First, Lawrence will lose and there will exist
in the PNC a solid group of her supporters that will
continue to reject Granger and Harmon. Secondly, financial support for the PNC will dwindle because generous donors will see an increasing weakness in the
party. Thirdly, the continuing guerrilla warfare will
alienate large numbers of citizens. The PNC is facing
perhaps a permanent crisis.
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to use the offices they hold to try to disIndia and China made supply of
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their vaccines readily available to them,
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do battle with the “Delta Force”, we urge
It’s time to stop the games and call the
our readers to continue to practice a
elections now.
healthy regimen even if they are fully
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at stake.
Wear masks, wash hands regularly
and remain socially distant, no matter
what. It’s the only way to stay safe.

Open Letter: Violent act won’t stop me

Prejudice and racism in US during COVID
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Singh to global community: Deliver
on development commitments
Senior Minister in the Office of the
Guyana President with Responsibility
for Finance, Dr. Ashni Singh, on Monday, urged the global community to deliver on longstanding development
financing commitments.
He made the appeal during his participation in a virtual 2021 United Nations High-Level Political Forum
Official side event organised by the Sustainable Development Solutions Network (SDSN) and the Government of
Antigua and Barbuda.
The participating governments and
institutions were addressed at the opening by Professor Jeffrey D. Sachs, who
highlighted that the Small Island Developing States (SIDS) had special vulnerabilities characterised by the fact that
they are small, not diversified with related volatility, remote with the implications of huge costs of transport and
vulnerable to climate shocks including
rising sea levels, floods and droughts.
Importantly, he emphasised that in
revamping development assistance there
is need for more resources and the need
for rich countries to ‘put their umbrella
over the multilateral lending agencies’.
Professor Sachs noted that on a per
capita basis, the SIDS – with the exception of a couple – have contributed almost nothing to global climate change,
but they are disproportionately afflicted
by the consequences of global climate
change that they did not cause. He de-

Dr Ashni Singh, Senior Minister of Finance in Guyana

scribed this as imposed costs of greenhouse emissions of the rest of the world
on SIDS. He expressed his hope that the
revamped solution would be practical,
scaled and exactly directed for the coun-

Calling all Foodies!
Are you a FOODIE like me? Well then! Today is your lucky
day! Hi, I'm Mala and I've a cooking channel called “From
Mala’s Kitchen To
Yours...Ala Mala Style”
I've created many a tried
and tested recipe in my
repertoire. On my channel
I've an ever expanding collection of crowd pleasing
recipes. Some for entertaining, some for simple at
home dining and even a
recipe or two that just
might please even your
mother in law too! New
recipes are always being
added so be sure to check
me out on Facebook searching “ala mala style” on Instagram and Youtube via the links below.
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/AlaMalaStyle/
Instagram: @frommalaskitchentoyours
https://instagram.com/frommalaskitchentoyours?r=nametag
Youtube
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCDe3bLz6kT8FoKvJfm2dOA

tries in need and expressed anticipation
for the upcoming G20 meeting, in Bali
in 2022, for key decisions.
Following the first panel discussion
on Measuring Multidimensional Vulnerability post COVID-19 and staying on
track for Agenda 2030, Minister Singh
led off the second panel discussion on
International Financing to address Multidimensional Vulnerability in SIDS by
outlining the case of Guyana being a
small country below sea level. He emphasised the fact that over 80 per cent of
the population live on its low-lying
coastal plain which is over one meter
below sea level and where over 60 per
cent of productive activity occurs. He,
therefore, stressed on Guyana’s extreme
vulnerability to climate change.
At this point, Minister Singh referenced Professor Sachs’ earlier point that
Guyana especially was disproportionately contributing to the fight against climate change through the preservation of
its pristine rainforest. He then noted that
in 2005, devastating floods cost 59 per
cent of Guyana’s GDP and indicated further that recent floods have seen entire
communities under floodwaters for several weeks. The Finance Minister alluded to the fact that sister countries in
the Caribbean have also experienced
hurricanes, earthquakes, volcanos
which, in some cases, caused devastation
equivalent to over 200 per cent of GDP
being lost.
The minister stated emphatically
that Guyana is therefore strongly in
favour of the arguments made regarding
the limitations of per capita income as a
primary determinant for eligibility. He

also voiced Guyana’s support for the incorporation of vulnerability dimensions
within the consideration for eligibility
for development resource, further noting
that while the conversation has to go beyond mere Official Development Assistance (ODA) there is need for
recommitment on longstanding commitments already made including the 0.7
per cent Gross National Income (GNI)
for ODA as well as on climate financing
– both commitments yet to be realised.
The Finance Minister further emphasised that the global community
should not be distracted from delivery on
scale of resources including those promised 50 years ago as well as new resources. This was especially important
in small economies whose entire productive base could be wiped out by a pandemic or natural disaster and therefore
would have no taxable production.
He, therefore, agreed that factors
contributing to productive diversification needed to be examined, emphasising that, “Even as we consider questions
of mobilising development support etc.
we also to have revisit the question of
the development model that is being implemented or is being considered for
many of these countries because the reality is we have to find a way to diversify
ourselves out of this extreme vulnerability that arises from a single productive
sector generating all of our economic
output and generating all of our government revenue. That is not an easy question to answer. It’s a question that policy
makers have been wrestling to answer
for a long time but it’s a question that we
have to redouble our efforts to find an
answer.”
The minister also emphasised that
even as regional integration is pursued
and despite this having much value to
add, “we do have to take a long hard
look at how we address the peculiar vulnerabilities that are faced by our countries and in particular this challenge of
productive diversification.”
He then further concluded that, “It
is very important that we don’t allow
ourselves to be distracted with new conversations which might divert our attention from ensuring the delivery of
commitments that we’ve already made,
that we already embraced as a global
community and that we are still struggling to deliver on.”
Despite Guyana becoming an oilproducing country last year, government, since the commencement of its
new term in office on August 2, 2020 has
been steadfast in its approach to ensure
that the country’s economy is diversified
from the reliance on any one sector and
has been pushing to strengthen other
productive sectors such as agriculture
and tourism to add value and resilience
in the case of future shocks and to avoid
the Dutch Disease.
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Green Party moves to defund leader Paul
Green party executives have moved
to withhold funding from leader Annamie Paul's campaign to win a downtown Toronto seat in a likely election
later this year.
A motion was tabled at a federal
council meeting on June 29 to hold back
$250,000 previously earmarked for
Paul's campaign in Toronto Centre, according to four party sources who were
granted anonymity because they were
not authorized to speak publicly about
internal matters.
The Canadian Press has obtained a
copy of the motion, which says the
planned transfer of funds should be rescinded “until the federal council is advised of the Green Party of Canada's
financial situation.” It is set to come to a
vote at a meeting of the federal council
on July 27.
Douglas Tingey, president of the
Green Party of Canada Fund, which controls its financial operations, would not
comment on the specific details, saying
they are confidential.
“To the best of my understanding,
the party remains committed to support
TC (Toronto Centre) in the upcoming
election,” he wrote in an email late Monday.
Paul, who does not have a seat in
the House of Commons, came in second
to Liberal Marci Ien in a byelection last
fall to replace former finance minister
Bill Morneau in the riding, a Liberal
stronghold. Paul came in fourth place
when she ran there in the 2019 general
election.
Rescinding the slated funds would

mean fewer dollars to put toward advertising, research and staff resources.
The move to halt cash flow follows
layoffs last week of about half of the
Greens' employees, including all of
Paul's office staff. It also comes amid
party feuds, including over the IsraeliPalestinian conflict,that bubbled into
public view when New Brunswick MP
Jenica Atwin defected to the Liberals last
month. There are now two Green MPs in
the House of Commons, including former leader Elizabeth May.
The party, its president and interim

executive director have not responded to
requests for comment sent Monday.
Paul, who has led the Greens for
nine months, faces a non-confidence
vote by federal council on July 20. It requires three-quarters' support in order to
proceed to a party-wide vote the following month at a general meeting, where
grassroots could render judgment on
Paul's leadership.
The temporary layoffs last week
mark an attempt to reduce staffing costs,
which make up 70 per cent of the
Greens' budget, the report says.

Annamie Paul

Canada
Do you want to learn the Bible and go into the Ministry?
Enroll now for a Diploma Program in
PASTORAL MINISTRY OR CHRISTIAN COUNSELING
(Through Distance Learning Education)
Affordable Low Tuition Fee
A Bible College incorporated to train and equip laborers
for His harvest and for the work of our Lord Jesus Christ
ONLINE APPLICATION: www.harvestbiblecollege.ca
Email: harvestbiblecollege2002@yahoo.ca
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T&T restaurants get ready for reopening after long pandemic closure
Restaurant owners in Trinidad and
Tobago have begun dusting off pots and
pans and readying their kitchens in
preparation for next Monday’s limited
reopening of the sector.
On Saturday Prime Minister Dr
Keith Rowley announced that curbside
pick-up and delivery services for restaurants and street food outlets would resume on July 19.
With flames set to be reignited next
Monday, restaurant owners have begun
dishing out work to ensure the expected
overflow of orders is met. According to
Wayne Kowlessar, owner of Bottles and
Bites restaurant in St Joseph Village, San
Fernando, the days leading up to the partial re-opening of the food industry
would be buzzing with activity.

“Stocktaking, re-orders and deep
cleaning...deep cleaning is sanitizing this
restaurant from the ceiling to the floor, a
complete sanitization. The entire restaurant, not only the kitchen but also the
bar, the eating area, the patio area, every
area.”
Kowlessar also explained that the
partial re-opening of business will keep
hopes burning in and out of the kitchen.
“It has been the most difficult period for us, the last year and a half, particularly the last two and a half months
there is zero sales and most of all our
staff, no income for our staff, although
we support them and continue to support
them.”
Kowlessar said he was grateful for
the opportunity for people in the food

we

Sauce Doubles employees prepare their premises for reopening

sector to start back earning funds as the
pandemic had left many thinking that
their business’ days were numbered.
“If this lifeline was not extended to
us, maybe within the next two months
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would have had to seriously consider
closing the restaurant.”Kowlessar’s son,
Brent, who is a manager at the familyoperated restaurant said, sadly, even before the prospect of profits, there were
still losses to be counted in the coming
days.
“I’m sure we are going to have to
dump a few things because of the fact
that a lot of things expire, freezer burn,
when you open something it will expire,
so I am sure we are going to lose a lot of
things.”

PUBLIC NOTICE
It has come to the attention of the
publishers of Equality News that certain persons are removing bulk copies
of this newspaper from stores where
they are being distributed for your
convenience, and then destroying
them.
This illegal practice seems to be designed to stop Equality News from
reaching readers and advertisers, and
is being carried out with the clear intent to discredit our efforts to prove to
our clients that our paper is being
properly circulated weekly.
We are seeking the cooperation of
the public at large and store owners
and their staff to alert us if they see
our paper being removed in bulk from
places of distribution, and if possible,
to provide photographic evidence of
such a crime to us as we fully intend
to pursue such illicit activity to the
fullest extent of the law.
Readers and clients will understand
that we print and distribute Equality
News at significant cost each week in
order to meet our mandate of keeping
people of Caribbean descent informed
of events and happenings in their former homelands.
As well, we provide a weekly opportunity for readers to support community-owned businesses by shopping
locally.
Illegal activities such as the bulk removal of our paper from places of distribution hurt not just us, but our
readers and our clients who depend
on our readership for business, especially in these difficult times.
Please report any such illegal acitivity to us by calling 647-216-2359.
We appreciate your cooperation in
this very serious matter.
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Moonilal: Luxury cars tax exemption for Ministers insensitive
As the tit-for-tat between the T&T
Government and the Opposition over
tax exemptions for the purchase of luxury vehicles continues,
Opposition MP Dr Roodal Moonilal says there is nothing wrong with Opposition members using the exemption
during the pandemic.
Last week, Moonilal heaped criticism on Energy Minister Stuart Young
and Health Minister Terrence Deyalsingh for their purchases of luxury vehicles in March and June respectively.
Moonilal said the purchases were
insensitive and ill-timed. As the issue
continued to be ventilated over the last
week, documents surfaced from the purchases of two more luxury vehiclesboth in late April- but this time by two
Opposition MPs.
The first, dated April 26, 2021, was
from the Ministry of Finance to the
Comptroller of Customs, advising that

exemptions totalling $356,967.68 had
been granted to Couva North MP Ravi
Ratiram.
Ratiram was exempted from paying $75,056.37 in VAT, $90,787.50 in
motor vehicle tax and $191,123.81 in
Customs duty on the purchase of a Toyota Land Cruiser Prado valued at
$600,450.99
The second document detailed the
exemptions
granted
to
San
Juan/Barataria MP Saddam Hosein in
his purchase of a Toyota Land Cruiser.
Hosein’s vehicle was valued at
$742,841.32. He was exempted from
paying $92,855.17 in VAT, $121,050 in
motor vehicle tax and $181,791.32 in
Customs duty- a total of $395,696.49.
That document was dated April 30,
2021.A third document, also to the
Comptroller of Customs and dated May
23, 2019, showed MP for Pointe-aPierre, David Lee, being granted exemp-

tions in the sum of $1,416,292.65 for the
purchase of a Mercedes Benz AMG G63
valued at $2,344,752.16.
That
exemption
included
$293,094.02 in VAT, $298,650 in Motor
Vehicle tax and $824,548.63 in Customs
duty.
Questions and copies of all three
documents were sent to Ratiram, Hosein
and Lee via WhatsApp. There were no
responses from any of the three up until
press time.
Opposition MP Dr Roodal Moonilal, who last week heavily chastised
Ministers Young and Deyalsingh for
their purchases of luxury vehicles during
a pandemic.But on Monday, when he
was asked whether Ratiram and Hosein’s purchases could be seen as insensitive and ill-timed, he said, “Well let’s
put it this way, the Government did not
lose and the Government did not gain
because when you don’t purchase a ve-

hicle, the Government doesn’t gain and
when you purchase a vehicle, the Government does not lose in a sense because
they get nothing from the purchase. But
the further point I want to stress is that
the Opposition members are buying vehicles, as I intend to now, because the
Government has taken a position that
they don’t damn care and they are in
leadership, they must demonstrate sacrifice.”
Moonilal said there would be more
documents from exemptions for Opposition MPs but the public should focus
on the Prime Minister’s refusal to issue
a moratorium on the purchase of luxury
vehicles during the pandemic.
In the absence of that, Moonilal
said he intends to purchase whatever vehicle the Prime Minister bought as soon
as he is able to access his exemption
again.

Put this book
on your list of
must-reads
Great third novel by young author,
says Poonam Sharma on India.tv

Order now at

Brian Tiwarie, OMC, AA - CEO

1 & 2 MUDLOT WATER STREET, KINGSTON, GEORGETOWN, GUYANA. TEL: 592- 226-5513-4 | 226-5314-5 |
226-4113 FAX: 592- 226-5517 | 223-7421
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Long-awaited Sputnik vaccines arrive
in Guyana in time for second doses
THE long-awaited shipment of the
second dose of the Russian-produced
Sputnik V COVID-19 vaccine has arrived in Guyana and will be ready for
distribution from this week, Minister of
Health, Dr. Frank Anthony, announced
on Monday.
Minister Anthony noted that the
shipment is the first of several that will
cater to the Guyanese who have already
taken the first dose of the vaccine. Priority will be given to those who received
their first dose in April as the 12-week
deadline for the second dose is almost
up.
Owing to the breakout of the Delta
variant and the efficacy rate of the Sputnik V vaccine for protection against the
virus, the procurement of the second
dose has been very difficult as shortages
have been recorded worldwide.
Minister Anthony, during Monday’s
COVID-19 update, urged citizens to
allow those persons who received their
first dose in April to take their second
dose first.
The guidelines for the administra-

tion of the Sputnik V vaccine stipulate
that there is an allotted timeframe of four
to 12 weeks as the optimal time for full
vaccination. Research had indicated that
just one dose of the COVID-19 vaccine
has an efficacy rate of about 79 per cent,
with an 88 per cent prevention of hospitalisation. These numbers increase to approximately 97 per cent after the
administration of the second dose.
“We have now been able to get sec-

ond dose Sputnik V into the country and,
of tomorrow, we will start administering
those second doses but you would recall
that we also have given people a time period and that is between four weeks to 12
weeks when you could come and get the
second dose of the vaccine. The longer
you wait, the better you will get the durability of the vaccine or the durability of
your immune response. So, for now, we
would like to give it to the persons who

would have received their first dose in
April,” said Minister Anthony.
Minister Anthony said that while
vaccination rates have been increasing,
there is still a significant way to go before the country could achieve herd immunity, which is essentially the
immunisation of 80 to 85 per cent of the
country’s adult population.
He related that it is with this in
mind that the government has been taking steps to ensure its vaccination efforts
are bolstered.
As of Monday, July 12, 2021,
239,453 or 49.2% of adult Guyanese
have received their first dose of the
COVID-19 vaccine. Of this amount,
about 120,068, or 24.7 per cent have received both doses.
Another indicator of the government’s seriousness about achieving herd
immunity is the recent arrival of 100,000
doses of the Chinese-made Sinopharm
vaccine. The government purchased the
doses from the manufacturer and they
will be used to immunise some 50,000
Guyanese.

Continuing to help
families through
challenging times
We’re here to help.
Completing your final plans is important for your family’s
emotional and financial well-being. Especially now.
For more information, our dedicated professionals are
available for consultation by phone, online, or in person
with safety measures in place.

Ask us how to make your pre-plans
easy and affordable.
Visit highlandfuneralhome.ca/Scarborough
or call 647-503-1068.

Highland
Funeral Home - Scarborough Chapel
by Arbor Memorial
3280 Sheppard Avenue East, Scarborough, ON
Arbor Memorial Inc
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Guyana's #1 Jeweller
D&S Ramdeholl and Son Jewellery
Tel. 592-226-2415
WhatsApp. 592-658-3272
74 Queen Street, Kitty, Georgetown, Guyana
Follow on Instagram @ dsjewellery.gy

NOW AVAILABLE
Two remastered CDs of
classic songs from the Ghazal
Master Bhaskar Sharma

BHASKAR’S GEETS AND BHAJANS
The Music of Bhaskar Sharma
Remastered and brought to you by SHRI ANAND RAMBHAROSE (inset)
More info Bhaskar Sharma 647 216 2359 http://www.EqualityNews.ca

including the first classical music composed
and recorded outside of India.

For information or to purchase,
please call 647-216-2359 or visit
www.equalitynews.ca

FROM BHASKAR WITH LOVE
The Original Music of Bhaskar Sharma
The only CD of original ghazals composed and sung by any artist outside of India.
Remastered and brought to you by SHRI ANAND RAMBHAROSE (inset)
More info Bhaskar Sharma 647 216 2359 http://www.EqualityNews.ca

Come savor a savory meal at
Charley's Caribbean Cuisine

CHARLEY’S
CARIBBEAN
CUISINE
For all your catering
needs

Not sure how much food you need? We’ll help
you suggest the right amount of food to minimize your cost.
Pork free halal foods. Catering for Hindu releigious events, as well as all Caribbean events.

1158 Morningside Ave, Scarborough
(at Morningside)

(416) 282-8608
Fabulous authentic Guyanese food. We can't make
this for these prices. (Grandma is from Berbice
Guyana and knows country Guyanese food - even
she will eat it!) Try the dhal puri and okra / shrimp.
Actual Review from Yellow Pages

PARTY TRAYS AVAILABLE!
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Impacted by COVID-19?
Confused about what to do?
Roots Community Services provides support for
Black African Caribbean communities with:
• Food and meal assistance • Mental health services
• Facts about COVID-19 • Self-isolation and quarantine support
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And much more!

Call us at

647-812-8545
9am-7pm Weekdays
Visit our website at www.rootscs.org
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Canadian oil explorer CGX behind
multi-million deep water port
AS work intensifies at the various
oil blocks offshore Guyana, Canadian
oil-and-gas exploration company, CGX
Energy Inc., is positioning itself to capitalise on the plethora of opportunities
that will stem from the expansion of the
burgeoning oil- and-gas sector by commencing major civil works for the
Berbice Deep-Water Port (BDWP).
The company holds three licences
in the Guyana-Suriname Basin, a frontier Basin in South America with a
proven hydrocarbon system, and highlyprospective deep-water plays that can be
drilled in shallow water.
Outside of its direct exploration activities, CGX said it intends to utilise the
BDWP to service the growing offshore
demand in the oil-and-gas sector, and
significantly shorten supply routes, simplify logistics, and reduce cost and operational risk.
“Travel time from the BDWP to
offshore fields is approximately 12
hours, compared to approximately 2.5
days to regional ports currently used by
operators. The BDWP port will enable
provisioning of operators and vendors in
territorial waters of both Guyana and
Suriname,” the company related in a
statement on Monday.
Already, through its wholly-owned
subsidiary, Grand Canal Industrial Estates Inc. (GCIE), CGX is engaged in
civil works related to the construction of
the BDWP on 30 acres of land on the
eastern bank of the Berbice River, adjacent to Crab Island.
“Currently, work is ongoing on the

The Berbice Deep Water Harbour project

access road and connecting bridge, relocation of utilities and major construction
of the site along the Berbice River,”
CGX said, adding: “Construction of the
wharf platform and access trestle are
currently scheduled to begin in September 2021. The facility is designed to have
a wharf platform of 220m length, and
30m width, accessed by a 50m trestle.”
Further, an approved dredging programme will be established to ensure
that there is continual, unencumbered
access to supply and cargo vessels. The
depth for dredging is set to be maintained at a 7m (23 ft) low-tide draft
within the berth area, and access channel
that leads to the BDWP pier.
The energy company also owns and
operates a 16-acre laydown yard in

Berbice at Bramfield; this facility, located along the main Corentyne Highway, is fully permitted and operational
as a logistics base, and will also service
the BDWP, which is located 3.2 km from
the Bramfield Logistics Yard.
The capital cost for the project,
which is set to be completed by 2023, is
currently estimated at US$70 million,
with a further expansion to construct
heavy lift and fabrication facilities being
contemplated.
“Work is on schedule for the operationalisation of the offshore oil-and- gas
support shore base by mid-2022, and for
the operationalisation of containerised
cargo, agricultural cargo and specialised
cargo terminal by the end of 2023,”
CGX related.

It was in 2010 that the company
first made its intention of constructing
such a facility known. And although it
experienced setbacks over the past few
years, CGX’s decision to forge ahead
with the BDWP was motivated by an independent market assessment conducted
by Maritime & Transport Business Solutions (MTBS) of Rotterdam, in the
Netherlands.
According to the MTBS, the
BDWP is expected to service the demands of one offshore well in 2022 following start-up, growing to 7-12
offshore wells a year, beginning in 2023.
“The MTBS report predicts revenue generation from 2022 related to
offshore oil- and-gas services reaching
approximately US$37 million by 2025,
and steadily increasing thereafter. The
life-cycle of a producing field requires
support, consumable supplies, equipment and services.
“The BDWP’s containerised, specialised and agricultural cargo operations are targeted to be fully operational
by the end of 2023. The MTBS marketing report predicts that by 2030, the port
will handle over 835,000 tonnes of
cargo, with 64 per cent of this related to
the export of rice,” CGX related.
With approximately 30–50 per cent
of Guyana’s rice being produced in regions Five (Mahaica-Berbice) and Six
(East Berbice-Corentyne), the BDWP,
CGX reasoned, will provide important
support to this industry, and service its
expected growth.
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Shah Rukh Khan’s new hit celebrates cricket and his KKR team
Pinki Pramanik: film helped her face struggles

Shahpleased
Rukh Khan
releases
Pinki
about
biopic
detailinganthem
her struggles
‘Laphao’
for KKR
Sports biopics continue to hold sway over think it defeats the purpose of Pride month and the
After the famous “Korbo Lorbo Jeetbo
Due to the ongoing coronavirus panfilmmakers. The latest addition to this list is the talks around LGBTQIA+ issues if this is what hapdemic, IPL 2020 is being conducted in UAE
Re,” Shah Rukh Khan’s IPL team Kolkata
dramatic story of Pinki Pramanik, controversial pens in the country. I truly believe the story needs
Knight Riders (KKR) has a new fan anthem
without any audience in the stadium. Shah
athlete from Bengal's Purulia. Filmmaker Ashoke to be told,” Priyanka shared.
titled “Laphao.” This is the first time that fans Rukh Khan, however, is in UAE supporting
Pandit has acquired the rights for the athlete’s
Ashoke feels the story will be uplifting for
are getting to see SRK appear on-screen after his team Kolkata Knight Riders.
biopic and is working with writer Priyanka Ghatak, many aspiring athletes. “It's about a small-town
his 2018 film Zero.
Shah Rukh Khan said in a statement, “I
who is penning the story, script and screenplay.
girl, hailing from Purulia in West Bengal, who
have been attending the matches, and I truly
Composed and written by Badshah, the
On being asked if the controversies that Pinki made it big with her talent. I'm sure many will draw
music video features some great moments
miss the energy of our toofani fans. Since we
courted will be a part of the script, Priyanka said, encouragement from it,” he said.
have to show our love to each other thoda
from the IPL tournament, the fan reactions
“The story scales her highs and lows between 2008
Pinki is happy to be considered for a biopic.
and of course, Shah Rukh.
door se this year, we created a fan anthem that
and 2012. There are instances in her life as disturb- “I am thankful to the film’s team for thinking of
The music video sends the message that
captures the emotions of all our fans aptly and
ing as being called a man, that too one who has me.I have always wanted people to know about my
this year, KKR requests all their fans to show was even launched by them today. It was
committed rape, even though she identifies herself struggles. I know many are curious about me, but I
great fun to interact with the team today, and
the love for their team with social distancing
as a woman. Not just that, she was put behind bars would like this film to also help many like me overin mind.
we hope to keep making our fans proud.”
with men and punished for her gender identity. I come their hardships,” the 35 year-old said.

World Famous Lady M
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EPA launches $936M project to mitigate destructive effects of gold mining
On July 1, a project titled
“Strengthening the enabling framework
for biodiversity mainstreaming and mercury reduction in small-scale gold mining operations” was launched at the
Boardroom of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).
The
US$4,500,000
(GYD
936,000,000) project funded by the
Global Environment Facility (GEF) will
be implemented over the course of seven
years across two mining districts within
Guyana, specifically in the communities
of Mahdia/Konawaruk area, Region
Eight and Puruni, Region Seven.
The objective of the project is to
strengthen the regulatory framework and
institutional capacity for the management of small-scale gold mining and to
promote greater adoption of environmentally responsible mining techniques
in Guyana in order to protect globally
significant biodiversity, reduce mercury
contamination, enhance local livelihoods
and human health. The project also seeks
to improve the environmental management of small-scale gold mining in
Guyana, which is the largest driver of
deforestation and degradation in the
country and contributes to biodiversity
loss, land degradation and contamination.

During his opening remarks,
UNDP-Guyana Resident Representative,
Jairo Valvedre Bermudez noted that, “the
project supports the 2030 Sustainable
Development Goals and related instruments, those being the Convention on
Biological Diversity and the Minamata
Convention, and takes cognizance of
Guyana’s Low Carbon Development
Strategy.” He also noted that the mining
sector has been of great concern due to
the use of mercury and its impacts on the
environment, emphasizing the project’s
importance to sustainable livelihoods
and human health.
Also delivering remarks, was Ms.
Sharifah Razack, Deputy Executive Director of the EPA, who noted that despite
major contributions to the economy,
gold mining has been identified as a
major driver of deforestation, forest
degradation, and associated biodiversity
loss. Four outcomes are intended to be

derived from the project: Policy and regulatory framework strengthened and
supported for oversight of the environmental impacts of the small-scale gold
mining sector; Increased institutional capacity and inter-institutional coordination to mitigate and manage the impacts
of small-scale gold mining; Adoption of
more environmentally responsible gold
mining practices increased; and Knowledge management, monitoring and evaluation implemented to support learning
and upscaling.
From the implementation of the
project objectives, the expected global
impacts that expected going to be
achieved include:
a) 6,500,000 hectares of forests of
the greenstone belt in six mining districts
of Guyana under improved management
to protect globally significant biodiversity through support to the implementation of the National Mineral Sector

Policy Framework and Actions which
seek to balance mineral development
with other priorities such as biodiversity
conservation, protection of watersheds
and freshwater, preservation of carbon
stocks and socioeconomic development;
b) Phase-out of 10.2 metric tonnes
of mercury in project intervention areas;
c) 1,235 miners (10% are women)
implementing environmentally responsible mining practices reducing mercury
use, deforestation and safety and occupational threats, and increasing gold recovery and incomes;
d) 1,209 hectares of high conservation value forests conserved in project
intervention areas through improved
prospecting;
e) 445 hectares of forests and forest
land restored in areas degraded by mining in demonstration project sites;
f) 8,032 persons benefitted through
awareness raising, training and reduced
exposure to mercury: 1,499 miners (10%
women), 2,178 Mahdia residents (42%
women); 4,355 indigenous peoples (50%
women).These benefits will translate
into direct benefits for various species,
many of which are globally significant,
including endemic and endangered
species as well as species of economic
importance to Indigenous peoples.

IN THE COURTS

GRA ofﬁcer’s son killed in dispute with landlord
An eviction row on Monday turned
deadly when an Enforcement Officer of
the Guyana Revenue Authority (GRA)
was stabbed by his landlord’s 42-yearold son.
Twenty-four-year-old
Dwayne
Daniel Taitt, was stabbed around
00:30hrs. yesterday in the region of his
chest. His alleged killer has since been
arrested and is presently in police custody.
According to police, on Sunday at
around 17:30hrs, Taitt’s landlord, Jacklyn Lamaizon, told Taitt and his wife that
they have up to July 14, 2021, to move
out of her Lot 2 Middleton Street, Campbellville, Georgetown, apartment. The
couple was residing at the aforementioned address with their two-year-old
daughter.
Kaieteur News understands that
Lamaizon was in the company of her son
when she gave the tenants the short notice to vacate her apartment.
Taitt’s wife told investigators that
they were asleep when they were awakened by the suspect banging on their
apartment door with a piece of wood

Dwayne Daniel Taitt

while shouting for them to move out.
The police reported that Taitt then
got up, opened the door and went outside
to the suspect who was armed with a
knife. The suspect reportedly used the
knife to attack Taitt. The man then ran
out onto a street opposite the apartment,
but the suspect chased after him and
dealt him a stab to his chest. Taitt collapsed and the suspect fled the scene
with the murder weapon.
Taitt’s wife, assisted by a security
guard, rushed him to the Georgetown
Public Hospital Corporation (GPHC)
where he was pronounced dead on arrival by a doctor. His body was then examined and a single wound was seen to
his left upper chest.
Taitt’s body was then escorted to
the hospital’s mortuary where it is awaiting a post mortem examination. The suspect was later arrested and the knife he
reportedly used to stab Taitt was also recovered. Statements were taken and investigations are ongoing.
Meanwhile, friends, colleagues and
relatives of Taitt on Monday took to social media to express their grief over his

passing. He was described as hardworking, disciplined and joyful.

Teen on the
run after rape
A manhunt has been launched to locate a 19-year-old boy who is accused of
raping a 15-year-old girl in Region
Seven. Kaieteur News learned that the
alleged rape occurred sometime between
June 23, last and July 2.
It was reported to the police that on
June 23, the young girl was left to stay
with her aunt after her mother had gone
into the interior to work. On that same
day, the 15-year-old reportedly ran away
from her aunt’s care.
She was reported missing to the police who then immediately conducted an
extensive search for her whereabouts.
On July 2, she was located, and was
questioned about her disappearance. According to police report, the young girl
stated that she went to the suspect’s residence where the incident occurred.
An investigation into the matter is
in progress.
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Private investors being sought
for gas-to-shore project
Despite no detailed financial or
other studies being completed, the Government of Guyana says it has finalised
the Wales Development Zone (WDZ) as
the termination point for the pipeline
from the Liza Area in the Stabroek
Block, offshore Guyana and as such is
seeking private investors or a consortium
to be part of the project.
This is according to an Expression
of Interest (EOI) advertised by the Ministry of Natural Resources, which said in
the invitation that it is calling for Joint
participation in the proposed gas-toshore project with the government and
Esso Exploration and Production
Guyana Limited (EEPGL)—ExxonMobil Guyana.
According to the advertised EOI,
the government and EEPGL are looking
for partners “in designing or utilising the
outputs from an NGL (Natural Gas Liquids) / LPG (Liquified Petroleum Gas)
facility and related facilities.”
This includes, according to the
Ministry, design, construction, and financing of a power plant fuelled by Natural gas, where the power will be
delivered into the Guyana Power and
Light’s (GPL) distribution grid. This is
in addition to industries that can utilise
Natural gas for, “Natural gas driven developments and growth.”
According to the invitation, interested parties can bid to take part in any
of the elements individually or collectively. It was noted however, any submission for the first and third aspects of
the project, namely design and utilisation

Guyana Minister of Natural Resources, Vickram Bharrat

of gas or the industrial park, “must
demonstrate the nexus between the projects as detailed.”
Responses to the EOI, the Ministry
said, should contain adequate information including the capabilities (technical
and financial), track-record, profile and
relevant information on the applicant or
consortium.
This, in addition to, evidence of financial resources available for the proposed project and should include a

business plan.
That plan, the Ministry said, must
include a description of the proposed
project, details on land required and related infrastructure, required quantities
of gas and electricity (capacity [MWhr]
and energy [kWhr]), with information on
expected pricing, volumes, and ability to
manage potential variable gas flows.
The Ministry in its invitation noted
too, that the decision on Wales was taken
after extensive evaluation of multiple

Guyana gov’t looks to
drones to ﬁght crime
The Guyana Police Force has invited suppliers to
bid for the supply of a long-range drone in order to improve its surveillance capabilities.
This is in addition to the purchase of traffic equipment, according to an advertisement over the weekend
by the Ministry of Home Affairs.
According to the Ministry, the bid documents for
that and other purchases can be obtained at the Finance
Department of the Ministry.
The bids, according to the advertisement, must be
submitted no later than today (July 13), to the Chairman
of the National Procurement and Tender Administration
Board.
It was noted that any bids exceeding $3 million
must be accompanied with the relevant bid security
documents.
The administration’s most recent purchase of
drones for the security services had attracted controversy when it was discovered that the purchase had not
only been made from a startup company, but was overpriced.

The Army justified its cost citing security concerns
at the time.
Minister of Public Works, Juan Edghill, in October
last, had told this publication that the administration
was looking to extend its shoreline monitoring through
the use of drone technology.
The drones, he said, will be used as an overhead
watch to actively monitor Guyana’s sea defences,
which include mangroves and seawalls.

sites with ExxonMobil Guyana Limited
(EEPGL). The Wales Development
Zone (WDZ), it said, has been identified
as the termination point for the pipeline
from the Liza Area in the Stabroek
Block, offshore Guyana.
The WDZ encompasses over
14,000+ acres of land of which approximately 1,300 acres will be set aside for
heavy Industry/gas-related investments.
The project, according to stakeholders,
is expected to see some 27 kilometres of
pipeline being buried from the Crane,
West Coast Demerara (WCD) location to
Wales, in addition to some 200 plus kilometres of pipeline from the Stabroek
Block where the Liza Destiny Floating
Production Storage and Offloading Vessel is located.
According to the administration,
WDZ will be the location for the termination of the gas-pipeline measuring
over 225 km from the Liza Area.
Additionally, it will involve the establishment of a gas-processing plant
(GPP) and a Natural gas liquids facility
(NGL) capable of producing at least
4,000 bbl./day, including the fractionation of liquefied petroleum gas (LPG).
The private partners will also be expected to take part in the operations of
the establishment of a power plant to
generate 150 MW, with an additional
150 MW as a second phase in addition
to the establishment of an industrial park
comprising industries that can utilise
gas, steam and/or electricity.
Interested parties have been given
up to August 29 to submit proposals.
Additionally, “proposals will be especially welcome for small scale ammonia/urea, protein synthesis, cement, glass
manufacture, ceramics, and other industries that rely on gas, steam, or electricity,” the Ministry stated.
It noted too, that responses dealing
with power generation should detail
comparable projects completed, recommended technology, type and capacity of
equipment specification related to the
gas needed, back-up fuel optionality in
the event of interruptions of Natural gas
flow, capability to use rich gas as fuel to
account for NGL plant downtime, required gas per MW installed, generation
costs, ability to build in a modular fashion, environmental and emissions impacts, and timelines/key milestones.
With regards to the use of additional gases, the invitation detailed that
responses dealing with NGLs should
provide details of expectations on markets (local and regional), expected input
prices, expected sale prices, level of investment on required infrastructure, proposed changes to the current
configuration of the existing market, and
ability to work with local partners and
Government.
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High-rise builders warned to
consult aviation authority
The Jamaica Civil Aviation Authority is imploring developers of multistorey buildings to seek the requisite
approvals before erecting these buildings
as they may be in breach of civil aviation
guidelines.
In an interview with JIS News, Director of Flight Safety at the authority,
Noel Ellis, said the agency has observed
the emergence of numerous high-rise
buildings throughout Jamaica, particularly in the Corporate Area.
Ellis explained that one misconception that developers may have about the
need to reach out to authority is the distance from the airport.
“What many persons don't realise is
that even if you perceive that you are far
from the airport, any tall building might
have an impact on the flying community,” he said.
He pointed out that this is particularly important in terms of lighting and
informing pilots of obstruction, and that
it is imperative for there to be lights that
give warning to a tall building in the
area.
The flight safety director emphasised that the aviation authority needs to
be aware of this development.
“It is needed to inform the aviation
community and we need to approve
these buildings, so we would invite any
developer who is looking at constructing
tall buildings over four storeys to get in

High-rise construction in Jamaica could pose a threat to aviation

touch with the JCAA to see what impact
this would have on the aviation community, and we will advise them what needs
to be done to make it a viable building
without affecting aviation,” he said.
Ellis indicated that failure to abide

by these guidelines will have significant
repercussions on aircraft.
“It could cause an accident if a pilot
isn't aware of these buildings being in
this area,” he said.
“This will affect the kind of ap-

proach going into an airport, so it may
cause an aircraft to not be able to use a
certain part of the runway because of an
obstruction, and this will have long-term
implications on the use and viability of
those airports,” he noted.
He added that it is important for
these factors to be considered and determine the best course of action for building developers as well as for the aviation
community.
Ellis explained that a building
going up in the hills of St Andrew or
even in New Kingston could affect an
aircraft that is coming in to the Norman
Manley International Airport.
“Many persons don't realise how
close you are to the airport, but also the
air route planes fly on. We call it railroads in the skies, so there are specific
routes that they fly on to go into an airport or out of an airport. A tall building
may be impacting that railway track in
the sky,” the flight safety director said.
He said depending on the height of
the building and how it will affect the
aircraft, it may need to be lit and that one
of the determinations that is made when
the assessment is done is the type of
lights, whether a flashing light or a solid
light, the intensity of the light and the
colour of the light. Ellis also pointed out
that there are international standards that
guide how to inform a pilot that an obstacle is in his path.

Uproar in Falmouth over fountain removal
The decision by the Jamaica National Heritage Trust (JNHT) to relocate
the iconic fountain in Water Square in
Falmouth, Trelawny, is set to become
contentious as stiff resistance is expected from several interest groups who
are opposed to the move.
At last Thursday’s monthly meeting of the Trelawny Municipal Corporation, correspondence from the
Heritage Trust indicated that “the historic fountain is to be carefully dismantled and placed in another appropriate
community in Falmouth”.
Besides infuriating groups like the
United States-based Friends of
Trelawny Association (FTA) and former
president of the Trelawny Chamber of
Commerce, Dennis Seivwright, the announcement also runs counter to last
year’s commitment by Falmouth Mayor
Collen Gager that the fountain would
not be moved.
It is widely believed that the fountain is being moved to facilitate the
erection of the statue of track and field
superstar Usain Bolt, the parish’s most
iconic son.
Seivwright, who has been calling
for the Bolt statue to be erected in Water

Fountain at Water Square, Falmouth, Trelawny Parish, Jamaica

Square for more than a decade, believes
that the square can accommodate both
the statue and the fountain.
“It is laughable that this same Heritage Trust, which declared Falmouth a
national monument in 1996, could be
granting approval to destroy a historic
structure. I would like to see how they
are going to carefully dismantle the
fountain,” said Seivwright.

The Reverend Don Hall, chief adviser to the FTA, said those lobbying for
the relocation of the fountain do not understand the historical value of Falmouth and its monuments.
And former Trelawny Custos Paul
Muschett, who has been a critic of the
Heritage Trust, questioned whether the
removal of the fountain would result in
a name change for Water Square as

well.
“There is enough space in the
square for the statue and the fountain to
exist,” said Muschett.
“It (the statue) could be placed
south of the fountain. It should be
placed on a large granite, four-sided
pedestal with a storyboard of Usain’s
achievements on the sides.”
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YOUR SEARCH FOR REAL ESTATE IN GUYANA ENDS HERE
Act Now, save 2% with this ad. Covid prices in effect!

East Coast Demerara
Lusignan Public Road E.C.D.

West Coast Demerara
Georgetown

Beautiful residential property near Ogle Airport
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CARICOM chair opposes military intervention in Haiti
Chairman of the Caribbean Community (CARICOM), Antigua Prime
Minister Gaston Browne, says he does
not favour any military presence in Haiti
as the French-speaking member country
continues its investigation into the assassination of its President Jovenel Moïse
last Wednesday.
Special Representative of the Secretary General of the United Nations and
Head of the United Nations Integrated
Office in Haiti, Helen La Lime, says that
“Haiti has requested international support to investigate the assassination” as
well as in the matter of security.
“Haiti must specify exactly what it
is looking for,” said La Lime.
The UN Security Council would
have to approve any plan to send international troops to Haiti under UN auspices.
Browne, the Antigua and Barbuda
prime minister, who took over the chairmanship of the 15-member grouping of
which Haiti is a member, said the final
decision rests with Haitians themselves
even as he cautioned that international
agencies and countries should not try to
meddle in the politics of the country.
“I think that any intervention would
have to be at the invitation of the Haitian
people. I think what is important here is
for CARICOM to take the lead with the

New chair of CARICOM, Gaston Browne

support of the international community
to help the Haitian people to come up
with an indigenous solution.
“We have to be very careful that we
do not appear as though we are meddling
in the internal politics of Haiti, Browne
said, acknowledging that the country
“has had its issues and there are lots of
suspicion involving various organisations and countries ... .”
“You may recall in 1915 that the US
would have invaded Haiti and would
have supported the Duvaliers (former
leaders) …, and so with those suspicions,

I think that an approach should be one of
CARICOM taking the lead, supported by
the necessary resources and expertise by
the US, France, Canada and any other
country concerned about the instability
in Haiti and that would like to facilitate
the strengthening of the democratic institutions within Haiti.”
Browne said CARICOM would
have to coordinate its efforts with other
international stakeholders in dealing with
Haiti “providing some leadership in
helping the Haitian people to come together and put an interim government in

place while at the same time putting
structure in place to strengthen the institutional arrangements so that they will
have a functional governance and electoral machinery in order to ensure that
credible elections will be held in the
shortest possible time”.
La Lime has said that the Haitian
authorities are working towards having a
first round of elections on September 26,
with a second round set for November.
Moïse was gunned down at his home and
his wife, Martine Moïse, who survived
the attack, said from her hospital bed in
the United States, where she is recuperating, that the gunmen, said to be former
Colombian army officials, shot him in
“the blink of an eye, without even giving
him a chance to say a word”.
She said the mercenaries were sent
to kill her husband “because of roads,
water, electricity, and referendum as well
as elections at the end of the year so that
there is no transition in the country”.
Haitian authorities say an armed
commando of 28 men – 26 Colombians
and two Haitian-Americans – burst in
and opened fire on the couple in their
home. Seventeen people have been arrested so far, and at least three suspects
were killed, but no motive has been
made public.

High Court grants bail to Indian fugitive
A High Court judge in Dominica on
Monday granted India-born Antigua and
Barbuda citizen Mehul Choksi
EC$10,000 (one EC dollar=US$0.37
cents) bail so as to allow him to travel to
Antigua and Barbuda for medical treatment
Choksi, 62, who has been held in
remand at the Dominica China Friendship Hospital, has pleaded not guilty to
the charge of illegally entering the island
in late May, claiming that he had been
kidnapped in Antigua and taken here on
May 23.
Choksi is also wanted by the Indian
authorities in relation to a US-multibillion-dollar bank fraud, a charge he has
denied.
One of his attorneys, Julian Prevost,
said Justice Bernie Stephenson had
agreed to the request of the defence after
hearing arguments filed by both parties
in the matter.
He said that the High Court had
taken into consideration that Dominica
does not have the medical services which
his client requires.
He said the judge had granted bail

so Choksi could travel to Antigua and
Barbuda.
“He has to return to Dominica to
hear his matter of illegal entry if it continues,” Prevost said, adding “he is seriously ill and he needs medical attention,
not available in Dominica”.
“He has to deposit some money as
bail, EC$10,000, and soon after that, he
will take off to go to Antigua. I am not a
doctor, I just know he needs neurological
intervention.
“The maximum penalty is
EC$5,000 for what he is charged with, illegal entry. He will return as soon as he
is well enough to stand trial,” Prevost
added.
Choksi is to inform the court of his
address in Antigua.
Last month, Prime Minister Roosevelt Skerrit dismissed as “total nonsense” suggestions that Dominica and
Antigua and Barbuda had played a role
in the alleged kidnapping of Choksi,
Skerrit reiterated that Choksi, who had
been granted Antigua and Barbuda citizenship in 2017 under that island’s Citizenship by Investment programme, will

Mehul Choksi heading to court

have a fair hearing before the courts.
“This idea of a collusion between
the governments of Antigua and Dominica is total nonsense,” Skerrit said,
adding “whatever facts, whatever information Mr Choksi may have, he has an
opportunity to present it before the
courts”.

“But to say that the government of
Dominica, the government of Antigua
colluded, give me a break! That’s total
nonsense, we don’t get involve in those
type of activity, those practices,” Skerrit
said, further describing the allegation as
“absurd”.
Choksi is wanted by the Indian judicial authorities for criminal conspiracy,
criminal breach of trust, cheating and
dishonesty, including delivery of property, corruption, and money laundering.
In May, High Court Judge Justice
Wyanante Adrien-Roberts denied bail to
Choksi, ruling that she was not satisfied
that he had enough ties in Dominica to
not flee the island. In addition, the judge
said the High Court cannot impose any
condition that will assure Choksi will not
abscond. But she told his lawyers that
they could reapply for bail at a later date.
Choksi has been appearing before
Chief Magistrate Candia Carette-George
on the charge of illegally entering the island, but the matter had been adjourned
after his lawyers said he was medically
unfit.
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Chris Gayle returns to form as
West Indies secure T20 series
CHRIS GAYLE returned to form
with a stroke-filled 67 as the West Indies secured the five-match T20 International series against Australia, by
virtue of a six-wicket win in the third
match at the Darren Sammy Cricket
Ground, Gros Islet, St Lucia on Monday.
This victory was the West Indies'
third on the trot, but Gayle stole the
headlines with an innings which showed
that, despite his age (41), he remains,
once on song, one of the most feared
batsmen in T20 cricket.
Pursuing a victory target of 142,
Gayle joined opener Lendl Simmons
after Andre Fletcher (four) was dismissed in the first over.
In typical Gayle fashion of late, he
started cautiously (32 off 28 balls) before he unleashed an assault on legspinner Adam Zampa in the 11th over,
taking 22 including three successive
sixes, to tilt the balance firmly in the
West Indies' favour.
He struck fast bowler Riley Meredith for two sixes in a row before he
edged the final ball off the 12th over to
wicketkeeper Matthew Wade. In total,
Gayle faced 38 balls and hit four fours
and seven sixes, as he registered his first
T20 International half-century since the
West Indies' victorious 2016 World Cup

Gayle hits a six as Australia wicketkeeper Matthew Wade (left) watches

campaign in India.
Stand-in captain Nicholas Pooran,
who struck the winning runs, made a
useful 32 not out from 27 balls, with
four fours and a six. Meredith was the
main wicket-taker for Australia with
three wickets for 48 runs.
Australia captain Aaron Finch won
the toss for the third straight game, but

this time he opted to bat first.
However, his team's batsmen were
steady rather than spectacular, with
Moises Henriques topscoring with 33,
while Finch made 30, Ashton Turner 24
and Matthew Wade 23, as Australia
posted 141/6. Leg-spinner Hayden
Walsh Jnr continued his fine series with
the ball, with figures of 2/18 off four

overs. The fourth game of the series, in
St Lucia, is on Wednesday.
Scores: AUSTRALIA 141-6 (20
overs) - Moises Henriques 33, Aaron
Finch 30, Ashton Turner 24; Hayden
Walsh Jr 2-18 vs WEST INDIES 142-4
(14.5 overs) - Chris Gayle 67, Nicholas
Pooran 32 not out; Riley Meredith 3-48.
West Indies won by six wickets.

Concacaf condemn racist attacks on TT team
THE TT Football Association
(TTFA), as well as Concacaf (Confederation of North, Central America and
Caribbean Association Football), have
both condemned verbal attacks on the
TT men’s team during and after Saturday’s goalless draw against Mexico in
the opening match of the 2021 Concacaf Gold Cup.
It was played at the AT&T Stadium, Arlington, Texas.
Referee Ricardo Montero stopped
play in the 86th minute, as well as the
sixth minute of second-half injury
time (90th plus six) because of chants
from the Mexican fans about the TT
team.
The TTFA, in a post on its Facebook page, wrote, “(We) strongly condemn the discriminatory actions, racist
comments and threatening messages
directed at our players, staff, supporters and country following (Saturday’s
game).”
The local governing body for
football said it was working with Concacaf to ensure the safety and wellbeing of the team.
“These actions are rooted in divi-

sion, so it is paramount that we unite
to stamp them out.”
Concacaf, in a Twitter post, said,
“Some of the comments in response to
this post (the starting line-ups for both
TT and Mexico on Twitter) are disgraceful. We stand with the
TTFA in condemning them.
Racism has no place in our game or in
society and social media companies
must do more to regulate this on their
platforms.”
TT coach Angus Eve, during the
post-game media conference, said,
“We need to stamp these behaviours
out of sport.”
He said the TT team should have
been awarded full points.
In June, Mexico were ordered by
the world’s governing body FIFA to
play their first two home matches, in
the 2022 FIFA World Cup Concacaf
Qualifiers, behind closed doors –
against Jamaica (September 2) and
Canada (October 7). The Mexican federation were also fined US$73,000
after fans used a homophobic chant
during a pre-Olympic tournament in
A Mexico fan cheers prior to a Concacaf Gold Cup Group A match against
Guadalajara, Mexico earlier this year.
Trinidad and Tobago in Arlington, Texas
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Sutton Group - Summit Realty Inc., Brokerage
Direct: (416) 898-5192; Admin: 647-333-BAIN (2246)
Buying or selling real estate is a very important decision, probably the largest financial commitment you will ever make with a lasting impact on your life.
Whether you are purchasing for the first time or planning to sell your existing home, we will
help you navigate through the entire process as simply and stress free as possible to help
you achieve your goals.
We are well supported by a team of financial and legal experts, qualified home inspectors, appraisers and other professionals if needed. We are confident you will enjoy our professional
and enthusiastic style of doing business and our knowledge of the real estate market.
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